Abstract-The memory bandwidth reduction for motion estimation is important because of the power consumption and limited memory bandwidth in video coding systems. In this paper, we propose a Level C+ scheme which can fully reuse the overlapped searching region in the horizontal direction and partially reuse the overlapped searching region in the vertical direction to save more memory bandwidth compared to the Level C scheme. However, direct implementation of the Level C+ scheme may conflict with some important coding tools and then induces a lower hardware efficiency of video coding systems. Therefore, we propose -stitched zigzag scan for the Level C+ scheme and discuss two types of 2-stitched zigzag scan for MPEG-4 and H.264 as examples. They can reduce memory bandwidth and solve the conflictions. When the specification is HDTV 720p, where the searching range is [ 128,128), the required memory bandwidth is only 54%, and the increase of on-chip memory size is only 12% compared to those of traditional Level C data reuse scheme.
huge memory bandwidth also induces a large power consumption of system bus. How to reduce the memory bandwidth is an important issue of hardware design. Hence, in [6] and [7] , four levels of searching region data reuse from Level A to Level D are discussed for hardware accelerators, which are designed for full search block matching algorithms (FSBMA) and load the whole searching range data to compute. Among four levels, Level C scheme which can fully reuse the overlapped searching region between two successive macroblocks (MBs) in the horizontal direction is usually adopted because of the tradeoff between the reduction of memory bandwidth and the required on-chip memory size.
Even if the Level C scheme has been applied, the required memory bandwidth of loading the data of candidate blocks is still huge, especially for a large searching region or high-resolution videos. For example, in HDTV 1280 720 with 30 frames per second (fps), if the searching range is [ 128, 128) in both directions, the required memory bandwidth with Level C scheme is still large, 536 MBytes/s. Therefore, the Level C data reuse scheme is not enough. In this paper, we propose a Level C+ scheme [1] which not only can fully reuse the overlapped searching region in the horizontal direction, but can also partially reuse the overlapped searching region in the vertical direction when the entire searching range data are loaded. Then, the Level C+ scheme is capable of saving much more memory bandwidth with a little overhead of on-chip memory size.
Although the Level C+ scheme can save more memory bandwidth than the Level C scheme, the direct implementation of the Level C+ scheme conflicts with some important video coding tools, such as motion vector (MV) prediction and Lagrangian mode decision, and will lower the hardware utilization of video coding systems. Hence, we also propose the corresponding coding order, -stitched zigzag scan, for the Level C+ scheme and discuss two 2-stitched zigzag scans for different video coding systems with different architectures as examples. Finally, two case studies are given to show the tradeoff between on-chip memory size and external memory bandwidth.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section II, the four level and the Level C+ schemes will be introduced. Next, we propose -stitched zigzag scan for the Level C+ scheme in Section III and discuss two scan orders as examples. Two case studies of D1 and HDTV specifications are shown in Section IV, and a conclusion is given in Section V.
II. MB-LEVEL DATA REUSE FOR ME Among various ME algorithms, the block matching algorithm (BMA), which is used to find the best matched candidate block from the searching range in the reference frame for every block in the current frame (current MB), is the most commonly used. The matching criteria is usually the sum of absolute differences (SAD). If the searching range is in the horizontal direction and in the vertical direction, the current MB of size and the corresponding searching region are shown in Fig. 1 , where and . The FSBMA is to search every candidate block in the searching region, and the fast BMA, such as three-step search [8] , diamond search [9] , [10] , and so on, is trying to search much fewer candidate blocks than FSBMA without too much quality degradation.
In this paper, we only discuss the general data reuse schemes of the searching region. Obviously, the FSBMA needs to load the whole searching region for every current MB. The fast BMA can also load the whole searching region or only load the selected candidate blocks. However, the external memory bandwidth of the latter depends on the searching pattern of candidate blocks in the adopted fast BMA algorithm and could be larger than the former which is the same as FSBMA. In the following, the data reuse schemes of FSBMA are reviewed, and a new scheme, the Level C+ scheme, will be proposed. Moreover, we assume that the size of current MB is , and the searching range is to discuss the performances.
A. Conventional Data Reuse Schemes for FSBMA
In [6] and [7] , four data reuse levels from Level A to Level D are discussed for the data reuse of successive candidate blocks or current MBs. Two factors can be used to evaluate the performance of data reuse schemes: on-chip memory size for the reference frame and redundancy access factor . The on-chip memory size represents the required memory size to buffer the data of candidate blocks for data reuse.
is used to evaluate the external memory bandwidth and defined as Total memory bandwidth for reference frame Minimum memory bandwidth (pixel count in total) Fig. 2 shows the four data reuse schemes from Level A to Level D. Level A and Level B schemes represent the searching region data reuse between successive candidate blocks for one current MB. Level A only reuses the overlapped pixels between two successive candidate blocks in the horizontal direction, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Level B can reuse the overlapped pixels between candidate blocks not only in the horizontal direction but also in the vertical direction, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Compared to Level A and B, Level C and Level D schemes represent the searching region data reuse between successive current MBs. The Level C scheme is often used thanks to the current memory technology, and it can reuse the horizontal overlapped region between two searching regions of two neighboring current MBs, as shown in Fig. 2 (c) where only pixels are required to be loaded from external memory for every current MB. Thus, the of the Level C scheme can be calculated as (1) The required on-chip memory size for the reference frame in the Level C scheme depends on the detailed implementation of ME architectures. We assume that it is one searching region size , such that motion compensation can be performed immediately after ME without any other external memory access. As for the Level D scheme, it can minimize the memory access by fully reusing the horizontally and vertically overlapped searching regions with a huge local memory size, where is the image width, as shown in Fig. 2(d) .
B. Proposed Level C+ Scheme for FSBMA
By the extension of raster scan, we propose a Level C+ scheme with stripe scan. By using stripe scan, not only can the overlapped searching region in the horizontal direction be fully reused, but also the overlapped searching region in the vertical direction can be partially reused, as shown in Fig. 3 . That is, several successive current MBs in the vertical direction are stitched, and the searching region of these current MBs is loaded, simultaneously. Therefore, if vertical current MBs are stitched, which is called -stitched, only pixels are required to be loaded from external memory for every successive vertical current MBs. Then, the of the proposed Level C+ scheme is (2) Compared to the Level C scheme, the ratio of memory bandwidth is (3) and the ratio of required on-chip memory sizes is . Therefore, if is much larger than , then the ratio of memory bandwidth will be near to , and the overhead of on-chip memory is small.
We summarize the performances of Level C, Level D, and our proposed Level C+ schemes in Table I . As shown in Table I , the proposed Level C+ scheme can provide much more combinations of memory bandwidth and on-chip memory size between the Level C and D schemes. The larger the is, the less the overhead and the more significant the benefit of the proposed Level C+ scheme will be when is fixed. When a large is selected, the reduction ratio of memory bandwidth is also larger, but the overhead of on-chip memory is also increased.
III. PROPOSED -STITCHED ZIGZAG SCAN
Although the Level C+ scheme can save more external memory bandwidth with the less overhead of on-chip memory size, the Level C+ scheme with stripe scan conflicts with some coding tools such as Lagrangian mode decision and MV predictor. This is because, in general, the side information of left, top, and top-right MBs are necessary to encode current MBs, as shown in Fig. 4 . The raster scan can satisfy these data dependencies, but the direct implementation of stripe scan cannot. Therefore, the direct implementation of the Level C+ scheme with strip scan could lower the hardware efficiency of video coding systems with these functions and architectures.
In the previous works with raster scan, the data dependency of the left MB may not be satisfied, if there is a deep MB-pipelining architecture, where several current MBs are processed simultaneously in different functional modules. Therefore, the data dependency of the left MB is carefully designed to satisfy the side information in time in an MB-pipelining architecture. Hence, the hardware efficiency is high, and the required data buffer is small.
Compared to raster scan, satisfying the data dependency of the left MB is much easier in the stripe scan because there are some other MBs which are processed between the computations of left MB and current MB. Therefore, the side information of left MB will be generated earlier in the stripe scan than the raster scan. However, the data dependencies of the top and top-right MBs become a problem. In order to satisfy the requirements of side information in the MB-pipelining architectures, we propose the -stitched zigzag scan for the Level C+ scheme. In the -stitched zigzag scan, several successive MBs in a horizontal direction will be processed before the vertical scan starts, and MB rows are processed alternately in the vertical scan. The former can guarantee that the data dependencies of neighboring MBs are satisfied, and the latter uses the concept of the Level C+ scheme to reduce the required memory bandwidth. We called this scan order of -stitched zigzag scan HF V , where and are positive integers. HF V means that successive MBs in horizontal direction are processed before the vertical scan starts, and MB rows are processed alternately in the vertical scan.
By -stitched zigzag scan, the side information will be available in time, so previous architectures with the Level C+ scheme can be executed efficiently. In the following subsections, we further discuss two types of 2-stitched zigzag scan for MPEG-4 and H.264 with different ME-pipelining architectures as two examples. We still assume that the size of the current MB is , and the searching range is in the following discussion.
A. Proposed HF2V2 for MPEG-4
Fig . 5 shows the architecture of an MPEG-4 encoder with two-stage MB-pipeline [11] , [12] . The first stage is the ME engine, and the second is the block engine (BE) which consists of motion compensation (MC), discrete cosine transform (DCT), quantization (Q), inverse quantization (IQ), inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT), and entropy coding (EC). Because of two-stage MB-pipeline, two MBs are processed at the same time. That is, if current MB is in the ME engine, the left MB is in the BE engine. In this architecture, the side information includes MV predictor, DC/AC coefficients of DCT transform, and so on, in the second stage. Because of MV predictor, which is the medium among the MVs of the left, top, and top-right MBs, as shown in Fig. 4 , the top-right MB has to be coded before current MB. But in the stripe scan, the top-right MB is coded after the current MB and then the Level C+ scheme with stripe scan cannot be directly applied. We propose a HF2V2 scan, which is one of 2-stitched zigzag scans, to satisfy the requirement of side information in the MPEG-4 encoder witha two-stage MB-pipeline. HF2V2 means that the horizontal scan is executed first and followed by the vertical scan. In the horizontal scan, the first two MBs in the upper MB row are processed, and in the vertical scan, two successive vertical MB rows are stitched and the MBs in these two MB rows are processed alternatively, as shown in Fig. 6 . In the proposed HF2V2 scan, because two MBs in the upper MB row are processed first, the top-right MB will be processed before current MB and then the requirement of the MV predictor is satisfied.
By using the Level C+ scheme with an HF2V2 scan, and two successive vertical MB rows are stitched, the memory bandwidth is approximately half compared to that of the Level C scheme with raster scan. The on-chip memory size is increased from to . If and are much larger than , the overhead of on-chip memory size is small. Note that the required on-chip memory size is larger than that of the Level C+ scheme with stripe scan , as shown in Table I . This is because the horizontal scan is processed first to satisfy the data dependency.
B. Proposed HF3V2 for H.264
Because of multiple reference frames in H.264, the memory bandwidth of ME is much larger and becomes more critical than that in previous standards, For example, if there are reference frames, and the searching ranges in the different reference frames are the same, the memory bandwidth is times of that in one reference frame. Hence, an efficient data reuse scheme of searching region for ME is much required.
Because a two-stage MB-pipeline is not suitable for H.264, four-stage MB-pipeline is proposed in [13] . The four-stage MB-pipeline, as shown in Fig. 7 , consists of integer ME (IME), fractional ME (FME), intra-prediction and DCT/Q/IQ/IDCT (intra), in-loop deblocking filter (DB), and entropy coding (EC). The requirements of the original side information for H.264 include Lagrangian mode decision [14] in IME and FME stages, intra-prediction, MV predictor in intra-stage, entropy coding in EC/DB stage, and so on. Due to the four-stage MB-pipeline with the raster scan [13] , when a current MB is processed in the IME stage, the left MB is processed in the FME stage and then the side information of the left MB is not available. Therefore, the side information of the top-left MB is used instead of the left MB, as shown in Fig. 4 . In this subsection, we first discuss how to satisfy the data dependency of [13] , and then discuss another possible solution for an H.264 encoder with four-stage MB-pipeline.
We propose an HF3V2 scan for H.264 with a four-stage MB-pipeline and the Level C+ scheme, as shown in Fig. 8 . The HF3V2 scan is also one type of 2-stitched zigzag scan and similar to the HF2V2 scan, except in the horizontal scan, the first three MBs in the upper MB row are processed instead of two MBs in the HF2V2 scan. This is because the side information is generated in the third stage of the four-stage MB-pipeline, not in the second stage of the two-stage MB-pipeline. Hence, before the vertical scan starts, we require one more MB to be computed between the computations of top-right and current MBs to satisfy the data dependency in the first stage. The data dependency of the FME stage is satisfied easily because the left MB is processed earlier than that in the raster scan. Therefore, much more side information of the left MB can be used than the original does. By the Level C+ scheme with HF3V2 scan, the memory bandwidth is also reduced to half of that in the Level C scheme because of . But the on-chip memory size is increased to , which is larger than that of HF2V2 scan due to more MBs which are processed in the horizontal scan of HF3V2.
In fact, the real required side information of Lagrangian mode decision is that of the left, top, and top-right MBs. In the raster scan, the side information of the top-left MB is used instead of the left MB in the first stage because of a deep MB-pipeline. Similarly, if we can use the side information of the top-left MB to replace that of the top-right MB, the HF2V2 scan also can be applied into H.264 with a four-stage MB-pipeline and then the on-chip memory size can be reduced.
C. Extension
Moreover, we can increase in HF V scan to provide a large reduction ratio of external memory bandwidth with the Level C+ scheme. Fig. 9(a) and (b) shows the extensions of HF2V2 scan, where HF2V3 is the case of , and HF2V4 is the case of , respectively. The larger is, the larger the reduction ratio is, as shown in Table I . However, in order to satisfy the data dependency, when is increased, not only is the vertical size of on-chip memory increased, but the horizontal size of on-chip memory is also increased. That is, if n is increased one, the on-chip memory size in both directions are increased . So the on-chip memory size will be increased to , where is the required basic horizontal size of on-chip memory when and depends on different data dependency and MB-pipelining architectures.
IV. CASE STUDIES
In this section, the comparison of Level C, Level D, and Level C+ schemes with different scan orders is shown in Table II . We give two case studies which are D1 and HDTV 720p specifications, respectively. In D1 specification, the searching range is set as [ 64, 64) in both directions, and there are five reference frames. In HDTV 720p, there are two reference frames, and the searching range is set as [ 128, 128) in both directions.
The required external memory bandwidth of our proposed Level C+ scheme with the HF2V2 scan is only 56% in D1 Format and 54% in HDTV 720p Format compared to that of the Level C scheme. The overhead of on-chip memory size is 26% in D1 Format and 12% in HDTV 720p Format, respectively. From Table II , the larger the searching range is, the less the overhead of on-chip memory is. The memory bandwidth of the Level C+ scheme with the HF2V2 scan can be approximately 50% compared to that of the Level C scheme regardless the number of reference frames.
The memory bandwidth reduction of the HF3V2 scan is the same as that of HF2V2 scan because both of them are 2-stitched zigzag scan. However, the overhead of the HF3V2 scan is larger than that of HF2V2 scan. The overhead of the HF3V2 scan is 36% in D1 Format and 18% in HDTV 720p. This is because three MBs are processed first before the vertical scan starts in the HF3V2 scan instead of two MBs in the HF2V2 scan. In addition, the Level D scheme can provide the minimum memory bandwidth, but the on-chip memory is too large to be implemented. By contrast, the Level C+ scheme with -stitched zigzag scan can provides the significant reduction of memory bandwidth with the fewer overhead of on-chip memory.
From Table II , the HF2V3 and HF2V4 scans have more reduction ratios of external memory bandwidth but require much more on-chip memory size. For example, by an HF2V4 scan, the external memory bandwidth can be reduced to 35% with 78% increase of on-chip memory size in D1 Format. Based on the results of Table II , the 2-stitched zigzag scan provides the most significant reduction of external memory bandwidth with the smallest overhead of on-chip memory size. Although the required on-chip memory size of the -stitched zigzag scan with a large is much larger, it still can reduce more memory bandwidth and can be applied to special conditions, where the available memory bandwidth is strictly limited. Note that, for the Level C+ scheme with -stitched zigzag scan, the overhead of on-chip memory size is dependent on and the searching range, but the reduction ratio of external memory bandwidth is only dependent on , not the number of the reference frames or the searching range when the searching range is much larger than .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a Level C+ scheme for the searching range data reuse of ME, which not only can fully reuse the overlapped searching region in the horizontal direction but also can partially reuse the overlapped searching region in the vertical direction. We also propose the corresponding coding order, -stitched zigzag scan, to realize the Level C+ scheme for real video coding systems and solve the conflictions between the Level C+ scheme and some important coding tools. Furthermore, two types of 2-stitched zigzag scans for MPEG-4 and H.264 are discussed by case studies. In our proposed Level C+ scheme with HF2V2 scan, which is suitable for an MPEG-4 encoder with two-stage MB-pipeline, external memory bandwidth can be reduced to 54% with 12% increase of on-chip memory size compared with those of the Level C scheme, if the frame size is HDTV 720p, and the searching range is [ 128, 128). As for H.264 with four-stage MB-pipeline, we also proposed an HF3V2 scan, which can save 46% memory bandwidth with 18% overhead of on-chip memory size. Compared to the Level C and D schemes, the Level C+ scheme with -stitched zigzag scan can provide more different combinations of external memory bandwidth and on-chip memory size by adapting .
